
Oneida Madison  Scouting Report 

August 20, 2015 

Weather: For the week  ending on August 16th 
Running total of GDD,s base 50 starting  May 1st as of  August 16th is 1908.  Last weeks GDD accumulation was the second high-

est week for this season. You can see from the chart that rainfall has been minimal over the past 6 weeks.  

Cropping activities: The main activity during this week was dry hay harvest and some manure spreading on those hay 

fields.. 

Crop Conditions: 

Hay 
Observed growers harvesting third cuts in hay fields  8-17-15. Potato leaf hopper numbers remain low 6-10PLH/30 sweeps. Re-

growth looks good on recently cut alfalfa fields like the one in the picture to the bottom left. This is the time of year that we start to 

think about topdressing hay fields. If you have a soil test and it shows a need for potassium or the pH needs to be increased then 

lime and potash applications should be considered.  We have limestone quarries in our area. They are calcitic limestones. Check 

your soil sample results to see if you need magnesium. If you do require magnesium you should  look for high Mg sources of lime 

like Lee lime or Bakers.  
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Potato leaf hopper (PLH)  numbers stayed about the same  

again this week(8-16-15) ranging between 6 –10  per 30 

sweeps in fields that I scouted.  

Remember this pest has piercing sucking mouthparts and inserts 

that mouthpart into the midvein of your alfalfa leaflets taking 

up sap and leaving behind a toxin that blocks off the conduction 

of fluids from the point of injection to the leaf tip resulting in 

the yellowing or purling of the leaflet we call “leaf hopper 

burn”. That part of the leaflet is no longer able to photosynthe-

size and no longer produces sugars for the plant.  

 

Gempler’s 

PO Box 270 

211 Blue Mounds Road 

Mt. Horeb, WI  53572 

Phone: 1-800-382-8473 (orders) 

Phone: 1-800-332-6744 (customer service)  

Fax: 1-800-551-1128 

Web: www.gemplers.comBioQuip Products 17803 LaSalle 

Avenue, Gardena, California  90248-3602  Phone: 310-324-

0620 , Fax: 310-324-7931 Web: www.bioquip.com  

Sweep Nets Company, 3473 Meadowlands Ln, San Jose, 

CA 95135, Phone: 408-528-9283, Web: www.sweepnets.com 

Great Lakes IPM, INC, 10220 Church Road, Vestaburg, 

MI  48891-9746, Phone: 989-268-5693 / 989-268-5911 

Fax: 989-268-5311, Web: www.greatlakesipm.com 

 

 

PLH can reduce yield by as much as 1/2 ton per acre and also reduce the protein content of your hay. It is one of the most signifi-

cant pests of alfalfa in our area. Remember that is you see leaf hopper burn you have already lost yield and quality. The only way to  

prevent loss is to scout fields regularly and that means sweeping your alfalfa fields.   You start by purchasing or making a sweep net  

that is 15” in diameter. Walk 50’ or more into one of your alfalfa fields, move the net in a pendulum motion in front of you keeping 

the net in the top 3-5” of  the stand counting out 10 sweeps as you move forward into the stand (that is one set of sweeps).  You can 

picture that you just took a sample of the insects that are in the top 5 “ of your alfalfa’s canopy about 6’ wide by 15’ long. When you 

get to the end of your last sweep  give the net a quick snap down and up shaking all the insects to the bottom of the net. Then grab 

the net about mid way trapping all of them in the bottom of the net.  Push your fist upward through the hoop of the net  and turn so 

the net is in the sunlight. Quickly observe the rim of the net and count any PLH that you can see above where you have grabbed the 

net. With you other hand pull the  net from the center upward exposing a little bit of it at a a time so that you can count the PLH in 

the net. They can and will fly out of the net. Count all of the PLH until you have looked at the entire contents of the net. Turn the 

net inside out walk towards the center of the field on a diagonal and repeat the process adding each additional PLH to the count  and 

repeat one more time at the far end of the field. You should take a ruler and mark the base of your handle at 3”, 8”,  and 10”. At 

each site before you sweep you should measure the height of your alfalfa determining if the alfalfa is < 3”, 3-8”, 8-10” or >10”. 

Look at the chart below  to determine whether you are over or under the PLH threshold for management.  If the number of PLH you 

counted is at or less then the number in the N column of the chart associated with the  average height of the alfalfa, then you are 

under threshold. If the number of PLH is higher then that in the “N” column but lower then that in the M column you must do an-

other set of aweeps adding to your count and comparing the total with the chart and the number of sets of sweeps. If your count is in 

between the numbers in the N and M column for the number of sweeps move to another location and take another set of sweeps add 

to your count and compare to the chart. Repeat these steps until you have a definitive number that is either less then or equal to the 

number in the N column and you are under threshold or equal or greater then the number in the M column and you are over thresh-

old. 

Potato Leafhopper Sequential Scouting Plan 

    
Crop Height 

  

Sweep  
<3" 

 
3" - 7" 

 
8" - 10" 

  
>10" 

Set  N    M                N         M   N         M   N         M 

1 
 *          *  *           *   *           *   *           * 

2 
 *          *  *           *   *           *   *           * 

3 
 2    *    9  9    *    20   19  *  41   44   *  75 

4 
 4    *   11  14  *   25   29  *  50   64   *  95  

5 
 5    *   13  18  *   30   39  *  60   84   * 115 

6 
 7    *   15  23  *   35   49  *  70   104 * 135 

7 
 9    *   16  28  *   40   59  *  80   124 * 155 

8 
 11  *  18  33  *   45   69  *  90   144 * 175 

9 
 13  *  20  28  *   49   79  * 100   164 * 195  

10 
 19      20  49       50   99  * 100   199    200 

Each sweep set=10 sweeps * indicates need to sample another set 

http://www.gemplers.com/
http://www.bioquip.com/
http://www.sweepnets.com/
http://www.greatlakesipm.com/


Corn 

Western corn rootworm Northern corn rootworm 

Corn rootworm  (CRW)  Corn has new silks in many local  corn 

fields now attracting  corn rootworms. This is an annual opportunity for 

local growers to save money on future seed purchases. Taking a half hour 

to scout a field and  scouting the field once a week for 3 consecutive 

weeks for corn rootworm  thresholds can indicate if you have a need  for 

CRW control. The scouting procedure is as follows. : step into the field 

50’,  grab the silk of the corn plant, start counting CRW on the plant from  

top to bottom counting western corn rootworms as 1 and northern corn 

rootworms as 0.5 western equivalents (see pictures below).  Go to a plant 

10 ft away and continue your count, go to a third plant and continue your 

count. Repeat this procedure  in the middle of the field and then at the far 

end of the field. Compare your total count with the chart below.  So if 

you counted beetles on 9 plants and found only one western corn root-

worm then you were under threshold. If you counted 17 or more you are 

over threshold. If you were somewhere in between you have to continue 

your counting until you are either over or under threshold for the number 

of plants in your sample. If you are over threshold, you have the option to 

rotate to another crop, if  this was your first year of corn next year you 

could use a seed treatment like poncho 1250 or you could plant a  

GMO with BT  for corn rootworm. 

Still seeing some fields in new silk but most fields are brown 

silk now. Many corn are milk stage with early planted corn in 

the beginning of dough  stage. The general rule is 45 days after 

silking for silage harvest and 60 days to black layer formation.  

Bill Cox did a study over a number of years  which provides a 

guide for silage harvest. He found most hybrids were at a har-

vest moisture content 65-70% moisture at (700-800GDDs) 

after silking. To the right is a graph showing growing degree 

day accumulation from July 25th when silks were first ob-

served in local corn fields. 

Eyespot is being found most 

commonly in scouted fields 

as in the picture to the left. 

 

Northern corn leaf spot is 

now being found in a few 

locations in our area. 

Steve Durfee, Chit-

tenango,  shows 

two corn plants dug 

out in the same 

field. At close in-

spection you can 

see that root system 

of the plant on the 

left is 1/3 the size 

of the plant on the 

right as a result of 

oxygen deprivation. 

Fancy way of say-

ing the soil was 

saturated for a long 

period of time in 

that area of the 

field.  
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Soybeans    SOYBEAN APHID ALERT 
Found a couple of fields that had 250 or more aphids per plant 

with very few predators in the field. One of these fields was R6 

(full bean stage)  so has made its yield and will only be drying 

down from here so would not be a candidate for an insecticide 

treatment. Two other fields  were at the beginning seed stage and 

yield can be impacted if soybean aphid numbers continue to in-

crease.  A storm is supposed to hit our area tonight...this might 

drop down aphid numbers. Take home message: get out and 

scout your fields. 

Some of our local soybean fields have hit full seed stag as in the pic-

ture to the left. 

White mold is being found in spots in local 

fields. At fir st inspection you will note some 

wilted plants, upon further inspection of the lower 

portion of the plant you will see the white mold on 

the lower stem of the plant as pictured to the right. 

You will most likely not see an economic impact of 

applying a fungicide to fields showing few plants 

with these symptoms. The key is to make note of 

the fields with white mold and apply the manage-

ment that you can.  First try not to plant beans there 

for the next 3 years. If you can no-till that will help 

to kill off the fruiting structures left by the white 

mold. When you do replant soybeans try to plant a 

resistant variety. Plant in 30” rows to provide air 

drainage. 

The picture to the left shows  yellow flecks on the upper leaves of soybeans 

caused by downy mildew. Downy mildew is a common disease of soybeans 

caused by the fungus Peronospora manshurica  but doesn't cause economic 

damage.   



 

 

 

 

 

Small Grains as cover crops 

Oats 

If you want to provide a cover crop for fall and into the winter and can plant in August or 

early September then oats are a good choice.  You will need to seed at  80-140lbs/ac. Low-

er rate for earlier planting and seed that is drilled. The seeding rate has to increase as we 

seed later into the season or if we broadcast the seed.  

 

You may be able to buy the seed cheap from a neighbor as bin run.  Germination may not 

be that good if it has not been cared for, for example, not stored well or allowed to heat up. 

Winter wheat 
Winter wheat is another good choice for a cover crop. There usually is a local supply of 

bin run seed that can be purchased at a more reasonable price. Winter wheat can be 

planted later than oats. Significant delays in planting may reduce its ability to provide a 

significant surface cover impacting its ability to reduce erosion. Plantings up to mid-

September will usually provide an excellent cover.  Seeding rates range from 70– 

200lbs/ac with lower rates for earlier seeding dates and drilling of seed with the rate 

increasing in broadcast seedings and delayed planting. Winter wheat will continue to 

grow in the spring providing all the benefits of a cover crop until the primary crop is 

planted. The negative aspect is that it must be killed to prevent competition with the 

primary crop so growers usually plow it under in the spring or spray it with glyphosate 

when it reaches a 6” height. 

Many small grains are good choices for cover crops because they 

germinate very rapidly, grow quickly and can provide a good sur-

face cover in a relatively short period of time. 

Winter rye grain Winter rye grain is probably the most commonly planted winter cover crop mainly 

because of delayed removal of the current crop and subsequent late planting of the 

cover crop. This is the only winter grain that will survive when planted in late 

October into November. 

 

The  seeding rate for rye grain ranges from 60-200lbs/ac  with the rate increasing 

when going from drilled to broadcast and when planting is delayed. Bin run rye is 

not always available because less growers combine the grain. So the cost of the 

seed or even its availability for purchase may be a barrier at times. 

 

It provides a good winter cover if seeded early enough, and excellent spring cover 

as it continues to grow but must be killed to avoid competition with the primary 

crop. Most growers plow the field up in the spring or spray glyphosate when the 

rye is 6” tall. 

http://thumbs.dreamstime.com/z/wheat-grain-13808900.jpg
http://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0CAcQjRxqFQoTCJ-O17O0uMcCFYoYHgod0XcK4A&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.hendricksfeed.com%2Fproduct_view.cfm%3FProductID%3D286%26prevpage%3D%2Fagseed.cfm&ei=XSzWVd_rHoqxeNHvqYAO&psi

